LEX Leaders for Camp UKnight Job Description

LEX Leaders for Camp UKnight are representatives of Rutgers University, Camp UKnight, and the student leadership experience.

There is not a specific parameter for what a good LEX Leader might be. The best LEX Leaders at Camp UKnight understand their own worldview, are accepting of the differences in others, are exceptional team players, care for the well being of others, and approach all Camp UKnight experiences with energy and passion.

LEX Leaders for Camp UKnight are expected to be enthusiastic, developmental, attentive, and engaged in the experiences of the Campers attending each session. During two separate weekend retreats at the Stony Acres Camp in Pocono, PA, each LEX Leader will be responsible for a small group of Campers during the experience and for the general facilitation of both small and large group experiences. Previous experience as at Camp UKnight is beneficial but not required to be selected.

Are you ready to take your next step as a leader? Are you hoping to have an impact on over 100 incoming students, welcoming them to the Rutgers Leaders community while preparing them for their transition into college life? You can help to create a life changing experience for someone this summer.

Important Dates:

- Applications Due: February 12, 2018 @ 11:59 PM
- Group Interview Process: February 13, 2018 @ 8:30 PM
- Interviews: Friday, February 16, 2018 - Saturday, February 17, 2018

* Are you interested in applying to be a LEX Leader for Camp UKnight?

  □ Yes
  □ No
Please Note: In order to be considered, you MUST be available to live on campus from July 31, 2018 through August 14, 2018. On campus housing will be provided for you during this time. If you are unable to be available during these dates, you will not be eligible to be a LEx Leader for Camp UKnight.

* Are you able to attend the Group Interview Process on Tuesday, February 13 @ 8:30 PM?

  ○ Yes
  ○ No

  If you are unable to attend the Group Interview Process, please provide your reason why?

  

* Are you available from July 31 to August 14?

  ○ Yes
  ○ No

* Have you attended Camp UKnight as a participant?

  ○ Yes
  ○ No

* Why is Camp UKnight important to the experience of an incoming First Year or Transfer Student? (75 Word Limit)


* If you could be any color in a crayon box, what color would you be and why? (75 Word Limit)


